sic. And the music these young people prefer is overwhelmingly contemporary pop or rock music; far from being musical omnivores, this generation speaksthe language
o { (g e ner allyt r ir e)po p mu s i c .
That said, surprisingly, this generation does not want contemporary Christian or gospelmusic in their worship services.While Baby Boomers overwhelmingly prefer that kind
of music for worship, the younger generation does not. In
fact, only l2 percent of those in their twenties whom Wuthnow surveyed said "they would like to see their congregation have a service featuring contemporary music" (224).
However, young adults see culture as providing important
means for answering the deeper questions of life and desire
their congregations to engage with contemporary music.
movies, and the arts as important for spirituality.
In the end, the most important factor for invoiving young
people in congregationsresideswith young people thenrselves:
marriage and children. Wuthnow's study shows that the least
representedage group within congregationsare twenry-somethings; these young people come back to the church in their
thirties as they maffy and have children. Wuthnow points
out, however, that what should give congregationaileaders
pause is that this generation is either marrying later and having children later or not even marrying or reproducing at all.
In additioq this generation is more committed than their parents to the tlpe of lifestyle that demands two incomes in the
household. As a result, churches must be creative in figuring out how to minister to single adults in their twenties while
preparing to assistthem as they marry and have children in
their thirties.
Often witty, always insightful, I found Wuthnow's book
to be a rich feastfor thinking about the generation of students
I teach. But I also {ound it interesting to read about rny own
generation; as a Gen Xer (born 1970), it was fascinating to
seeattitudes I shared as well as ways in which I differed. There
were so many placesthat I said to myself, "yes, he's got that
right." As a result, those who care about this rising generation of young people cannot afford to miss this book.
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LookingBeforeand After:
Testimonyand the
ChristianLife
by Alan Jacobs
Eerdmans,2008
i24 pages(paperback),$r4.00
Alan Jacobslifts the title of his book trom Hamlet,but it
could just as easilybe a descriptionof the Roman god Janus,
whom Ovid invokes in his poem "Fasti": "TWo-formed Janus
what god shall I say you are,/ Since Greecehas no divinity

to compare with you?/ Tell me
the reason, too, why you alone
of all the gods/ Look both at
what's behind you and what's in
front." Unacquainted with his
nei ghbors to the east, Ovi d
thought a retrospective and
prospective god was peculiar to
the Romans. Jacobsis intimately acquainted with Yahweh, the
God of the Bible whom we
might regard as the Judeo-Christian analogue of the pagan Janus.
Like Ovid, Jacobsinvokes his allseeing God in a book that explores how Christians-avoiding the dangers of presumption and despair-can discern a
shape and meaning in their lives to tell stories with both
comeliness and counsel.
Looking Beforeand After is drawn from the Stob Lectures
that Jacobsdelivered in 2006 at Calvin Theological Seminary.
Who better than a trained literary critic, in possessionof a
storied imagination, should exhort the church to think narratively about individual lives? Indebted to the narrative turn
in theology of the last twenty years, Jacobsworries that ,,in
serious Christian reflection, questions about the shape and
fate of community have come to displacethe language of personal conversion, transformation. and development from the
central place such language held in Christian discoursein the
first two-thirds of the twentieth century" (3).
There is a disconnect between the academic trend of communalism-articulated by Lesslie Newbigin, Stanley Hauerwas, and Alasdair Maclntrye-and American Christian culture, which remains fixated on personal spirituality, as the
popular movement of "joumaling" indicates.Undemeath ,,the
layers of narcissismand sentimentality," Jacobsexcavatesthe
salutary technique of "writing as a means of spiritual self-monitoring" (4). From the early church (Augustine, Antony. and
John Chrysostom) to the Puritans (John Beadle and Richard
Rogers), the spiritual journal framed the discrete events of
Iife il order "to plot the graph o{ God's work in our lives,, (6).
While Jacobsbemoans "the triviality, even fatuousness,of
many current ways of talking about 'our stories,,,,he does
not support an abandonment of "the traditions of personal
narrative or testimony as tokens of misbegotten 'individualism"' (8).Instead, he argues that "what we need is better
and more responsibleand more coherent personal stories,not
the complete subsumption of all personal narratives into $oup
narratives" (8).
Jacobsis a skilled diagnostician of irony, observing that increasedstorytelling has coincided with decreasedcommunicability of experience: "We tell our stories, all right, but we
don't think of them as offering counsei in wisdom., (9). Why?
His answer is surprising, especiallybecauseit comes from a
literary critic. In the past, the locus of storytelling was the
home, neighborhood, and church. Now the locus o{ storytelling is the theater, cinema, and novel. Moreover, "technical
advicehas supersededcounsel" (9 ). "Formulaic'testimonies,
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of evangelical and fundamentalist Christianity" survive
from a bygone culture (10). Jacobscallsfor an expansionbeyond "testimonies of conversion" to "testimonies of imitation and vocation" (10). Agnostic on the question of
whether human beings are "natural" storytellers, he does believe that Christian discipleshipobligatesprlper storytelling,
marked by honesty and humility for the purpose of edifying the church and evangelizing the unchurched.
By sharing his own testimony, Jacobs points to the difficulties of communicating experience and offering counsel.
Like many of his students at Wheaton College,he lacks the
decisive moment that typifies the conversions of Saul on the
road to Damascus,Augustine in the Milanese garden. and
Dwight Moody in the Boston shoe store. Drawing on the work
of Mikhail Bakhtin, a twentieth-century Russian thhker, Jacobs finds relief in knowing that all Christian testimonies,
however divergent, belong to the same "speechgenre" that
the apostle Paul describesas a movement from the life of
Adam to the life of Christ. Testimony differs from the genres of autobiography, biography, and memoir becauseit does
more than detail "one damned thing after another"; it alone
"commits its user to makjng a full account of her life's course
and direction, of its shape astdform" (24).
Skepticsof "narrative wholeness" assume that "life as it
is lived is not storylike" (25). English novelist Martin Amis
sighs: "The trouble with life...is its amorphousness, its
ridiculous fluidity. Look at it: thinly plotted, largely themeless,sentimental and ineluctably trite. The dialogue is poor,
or at least violently uneven. The twists are either predictable
or sensationalist.And it's always the same beginning; and the
same ending" (25t More alarmingly, British theologian Paul
Helm despairs:"The Bible does not, it seems,promise that
a person's life will form a discernible pattern with a beginning, a middle, and an end. Many lives are completely pattemlessor marked by tragedy....It would be completely false
to Scripture to suppose that in order for people to be assured
that the events of their lives are ordered by providence for
a good end, they should be able to discern some overall pattern or 'story' in their lives" (64).
With the skeptics,Jacobsadmits that "lived experience"
should not be confused with "composed narratives" (26).
Against the skeptics, he argues: "The inner logic of the testimony contains not only the claim that we cqnnarrale our
Iivesbut also the claim that we shouldbeable to do so....'Always [be] prepared to make a defenseto anyone who asks
you for a reason for the hope that is in you' (l Peter 3:I5b)"
(28). Jacobsbrilliantly employs the Pauline metaphor of the
body to assurethe Christian of narrative wholeness: just as
there are different members that belong to one body, so too
there are different Christian stories that belong to the "One
Story" of Christ himself. ff the disciplehas trouble recognizing
the pattern in her life, she should look to the One who gives
the supreme pattem of crucifixion and resurrection. The disciple is invited to become what C. S. Lewis calls a "little
Christ"-dying and living with Jesus.
While Jacobsassuresthe reader of narrative integrity, he
also disabusesthe reader of narrative uniformity. Continu-

ing the body metaphor, the arm is not the same as the leg.
We should expect "an extensive repertoire of Christian life
genres," otherwise our testimonies are "inadequate" to the
manifold workings of the Holy Spirit in our lives (29). With
inrpassionedrhetoric, Jacobssays,"If the church cannot cultivate the 'fundamental and dynamic' discipline of analogical discernment-the discovery of how different lives in different times and places belong nonetheless to the same
genre-it has no hope of making disciplesof Christ and therefore no hope of survival" (35). His example of the analogical imagination is worth citing: "The ability to seethat when
Mother Teresaof Calcutta speaksto the graduating students
at Harvard she is doing something very like what Paul did
when he spoke in the Areopagus of Athens, and that, when
she retums to Calcutta to resume her ministry among the dying, she is doing something very like what St. Francis of Assisidid among the lepers of northem Italy" Qa). When imagination is in short supply, Christians testify with vapid uniformity instead of vigorous heterogeneity, thereby diminishing
"the roster of saints" (30).
Much of this review has focused on the first half of Jacobs'
book, which lays the foundation for the second half where
the author explores the role of memory in testifying, distinguishing between false and true forms of hindsight; the strong
belief in providential care, avoiding the finalizing interpretations of despair and presumption; and how the One Story of
Christ confers meaning and dignity upon all human stories.
Like other w.ritings from Jacobs, Living Beforeand After elicits admiration for its creative inqurry, winning prose, and prudential wisdom. The library of his mind is wide open, making use of literary narratives from Augustine, Livy, George
Eliot, Soren ICerkegaard, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, W. H. Auden,
William Cowper, Gerard Manley Hopkins, and Henri
Nouwen. In a work of practical theology, he justifies the use
of literary narratives becausethe post-Reformation "belief in
the possibility of the formal integrity of human lives, though
often expressedin novels, is largely a product of Christian anthropology that finds its origin in Scripture, its full flowering in Augustine, and its rediscovery in the Protestant autobiographicalgenres....Itis only appropriate that this mode
of narration be reconnected to its moral and intellectual
source: Christian theology" ( l0-l I ).
If I may hazardsome constructive criticism in an otherwise
praiseworthy book, the reader will likely accept Jacobs' charge
to develop "a stronger, deeper consciousnessof the many life
genres of the Christian faith." but feel ill-equipped because
he does not provide any instruction on how to develop this
consciousness.Familiarity with literary and historical narratives would help, but they are not sufficient. Presumably, Jacobswould exhort us to create an ethos in church where testimonies of conversion, imitation, and vocation are told. Guidance here would be appreciated.Additiona\ the reader may
wish that Jacobs would go even further to explain the purpose of thinking narratively about individual lives. He claims
the purpose relates to "the health of the church" but seldom
elaborates(39). Readerswill forgive the author for these shortcomings because,substantively,he has given us much to pon-

der and, stylistically,he chosea "terse and suggestive"treatment instead of "expansive and detailed" (ixl.
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TheGospelAccordingto Jesus:
What is AuthenticFaith?
by John MacArthur
Zondervan, 2008
300 pages(hardback),$I9.99
This book was originally written during the late 1980s when
the "Lordship Salvation" controversy was brewing. The conACARTH
troversy was no mere kerfuffle,
but centered upon the question
of whether a professing Christian
could live in sinful conduct unabated.Prominent dispensationC O R DING
al leaders such as Zane Hodges
and Charles Ryrie claimed that a
person could be a "carnal Christian." A carnai Christian, acco rd i ng t o M ac A r th u r, i s o n e
who has acceptedChrist's o{fer of eternal life but has been
totally unchanged in his heart and lifestyle (l l). On the other hand, MacAr-thur explains that when a person is saved he
cannot merely receive the offer of eternal life, but must also
surrender to Christ's lordship, which becomes evident in the
his obedient conduct (15,43\.
Overall. there are many positive qualities to the book.
MacArthur covers a wide number of passageslargely from
the Gospel of Matthew. He surveys key texts that show how
Jesusevangelized. Jesusdid not approach his auditors in the
ways of many contemporary evangelists,but confronted
them with their sinfulness and need for repentance (91).
MacArthur's coverage of the many Gospeipassagescer-tainly
gives the reader much to consider.The weight of the call of
the gospel is evident in a number of chapters such as
MacArthur's treatment of Matthew l0 and the cost of discipleship (219-251, or his chapter on the parable of the rreasure hidden in a field (Man. 13.44-46; 143-50). For many
who have sat in the church but have never heard the gospel,
such detailed treatment of Christ's teaching undoubtedly
comes as a shock. Those who imbibe from the evangelistic
cup of the health-and-wealth gospel, or the gospel of easy
believism, will quickly discover that it is impossible to put
sugar on the lip of the bitter cup of salvation. Christ bids the
world to come and die to itself. MacArthur captures this impofiant element of the gospel.
However, there are a number of weaknessesin the book
that likeiy pester the reader who is tooking for a thorough

treatment of this imponant subject.At many points, it seents
that MacArthur has sin'rph'sprinkled his sermons with a few
footnotes and placed rherl irr his book. As helpful and important as sermons can be, ihey are no substitute for thorough researchand engagentent \vith an opposing view. There
is little exploration of the "camal Christian" position. Important unanswered questionslie below the surfacesuch as,
What theological commitments lead proponents of this heresy
to their conclusions?Why doesNlacArthur not treat important
issues such as the human narure? Are human beings dichotomous (i.e.,body and soull or rrichotomous(i.e.,body.
soul, and spirit)? This is a crucial driving presuppositionthat
goesuntreated. Historically,a trichotomous view of man has
led to all sorts of gnostic heresy, such as saying that a man,s
soul can be saved but not his body. Similarly, it is troublesome that the author originally did not have a chapter on the
doctrine of justification or the atonement until the second
edition (14). Along theselines, the book doesaddressthe importance of the doctrine of sanctification in places (e.g.,3g39, 196), but there is no separatechapter on this subject.
Beyond these weaknesses,there are two others that merit attention. First, antinomianism is not new; it has plagued
the church since its inception when Cain slew Abel. yet,
MacArthur makes little effort to show how the church has
historically rejected antinomianism. There is an appendix in
the back of the book called, "The Gospel According to Historic Christianity" (253-7 f ). bur by definition, an appendix
is nonessential. How many people actually read appendices?
There is little spacedevoted to the historic protestant confessionsand creeds in the body of his book to show how
MacArthur's own casehas precedence.Doctrine must stand
on Scripture alone, but the church must always stand on the
shoulders of giants when they are faithful to God's Word.
Second, MacArthur pays little attention to the doctrine of
union with Christ. In places, he emphasizes the importance
of the inseparability of justification and sanctification (19697,210), but only inferentially mentions that both are connected with union with Christ (200). When he does refer to
the doctrine, it is only partially stated: "Believers are united
by faith to the beloved Son of God" (169). Faith not only
unites believers to Chdst, but so does the indwelling presence of the Spirit of Christ (Rom. 8:9). MacArthur devores
a whole chapter to John 15, the vine and the branches, but
does not develop the implications of union with Christ ( 16574, wir}r greater rigor. Like a teasure seekerwho finds a gold
doubloon on the sand, picks it up, and walks away, he fails
to dig a little deeper and discover a teasure chest of gold. perhaps if the author had done in-depth researchhe would have
discovered Walter Marshall's book The GospelMystery of
Sandification.Marshall (1628-30) expounds the source of the
believer's holiness-union with Christ. Marshall wrote in the
context of his or,rrnlordship salvation controversy but, unlike MacArthur, plumbed the depths of union with Christ,
Given these aforementioned weaknesses, MacArthur,s
book is a helpful but a wanting responseto present dispensational antinomianism. MacArthur scratchesthe surface by
drawing attention to points the contemporary church desJANUARY/FEBRUARY
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